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Statement of Objectives
Please read instructions carefully before you complete this form. 

Please give your reasons for wishing to do graduate work in the field you
have chosen. Prepare your statement of objectives and goals in whatever form
clearly presents your views. Include as far as you can, your particular inter-
ests, be they experimental, theoretical, or issue-oriented, and show how your
background and MIT’s programs support these interests. The statement
could be much like a proposal for graduate studies, in the more specific con-
text of your professional objectives. You should set forth the issues and 
problems you wish to address. Explain your longer-term professional goals.
The Admissions Committee will welcome any factors you wish to bring to 
its attention concerning your academic and work experience to date.

•Type or print using black ink.

•Use reverse side if necessary or separate form.

•Keep a copy for your file. You may also wish to provide copies to your
evaluators before they complete their forms.

•Return this form with the completed application to the appropriate 
MIT department (see Book 1).

To be completed by all applicants 
Name: last/family first middle MIT Department to which you are applying as a candidate for degree of

Address in full

Signature Date


	department: Electrical Engineering
	initial degree objective: Master of Science
	country-reply: U.S.
	zip-reply: 02139
	state-reply: MA
	city-reply: Cambridge
	street-reply: 414 Franklin Street
	middle name: Michael
	first name: Hani
	last name: Sallum
	statement of intent: Researchers I am interested in working with:  Cynthia Breazeal and Alex Pentland.I am applying to the graduate program in Media Arts and Sciences to be involved in research pertaining to the role of technology in everyday life.  The issue I would like to address is making technology more accessible, and making interaction with technology more natural.My interests are robots, innovative and imaginative design, and special effects; they have been since I was young.  This has led me to a BS in mechanical engineering, followed by a career in the custom automation industry.  For five years I have been designing custom machinery and robotics, following them from initial concepts all the way through building and debugging.  Although, through these processes of creation, I would become intimately familiar with the abilities and limitations of these systems, there was always something missing:  Interaction.Industrial automation robotics does not lend itself to or require more than a simple panel of switches and indicators for an interface.  But this was one of the aspects of robotics that originally attracted me to the field.  I wanted to be interacting with the machinery I was designing. As I became more interested in research involving human-robot interaction, I investigated the project groups at the Media lab.  Two groups stood out as doing work I would like to be involved in; the Robotic Life Group, and MIThril.The Robotic Life group’s research into developing robot creatures solely for human-robot interaction represents the key factor missing from my experience in robot development.  The fact that one of the group missions is to “develop a science of human-robot interaction” is what initially drew me to this group.  The Leonardo project, and the previous work with Kismet, are fascinating engineering endeavors.  In industrial automation design, aesthetics is not a high priority.  Designing mechanisms and actuation for the sole purpose of expression and aesthetics is the type of innovative design I would like to be a part of. The MIThril group’s research into wearable computers is, quite possibly, the closest and most intimate form of human-machine interaction.  Using technology to augment the capabilities of the human body is a concept that I have been fascinated with for many years.  With the help of Hugh Herr from the Leg Lab, I was able to construct a set of “compliant leg extensions” (see portfolio) for a final Leg Lab class project.  I find electronic augmentation is equally fascinating; I had the opportunity to speak with Thad Starner a few years ago, and the brief tour he gave of the wearables projects of the time was enough to hook my interest.  Now, the MIThril project seems to be at a stage where packaging will become a focus, and I feel that I could contribute to this aspect of the project as well as to any future electromechanical design.In conclusion, I am an experienced mechanical engineer ready to reenter the academic field.  There are programs at the Media lab that match my research goals, and I feel that my practical experience would be a benefit for any team I am a part of.  I am excited about the prospect of working alongside the imaginative minds of the Media Lab; the environment is one I feel I would work very well in.


